
Robert Allan Ltd.
Celebrates 80 Years 
of successful ship Designs

A recognized world leader in the development of 
high-performance tugboat designs for tanker escort 
and LNG terminal support services, Robert Allan Ltd. 
is also a leading designer of fireboats, offshore  
vessels and other commercial craft.

Tacoma, Washington’s J.M. Martinac shipyard 
built the Robert Allan-designed Z-Tech 4500 
Valiant (YT 802) for the US Navy. Photo by 
Brian Gauvin courtesy of Robert Allan Ltd.

(left) The Three Forty-Three is the first of two new Robert 
Allan-designed fireboats for the Fire Department of New 
York built at Eastern Shipbuilding Inc. of Panama City, 
Florida. Photo courtesy of Robert Allan Ltd. (middle) J.M. 
Martinac shipyard delivered the RAmparts 3000-class Off-
shore Terminal Support Tug Justice to Boston Towing and 
Transportation Company. Photo courtesy of Robert Allan 
Ltd. (right) The AZ-30/80 Class tug, America, was one of 
a two-boat order for J.M. Martinac shipyard from Signet 
Maritime Corporation of Houston, who then chartered the 
boats to Foss Maritime. Photo courtesy of Robert Allan Ltd.
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Nichols Brothers Boat Builders, in Freeland, Washington, 
delivered the Robert Allan-designed fireboat No. 2, 
(Warner L. Lawrence) to Los Angeles, California in 2003.

this past May, vancouver, BC’s Robert Allan Ltd. 
celebrated its 80th continuous year in business 
as an independent, privately held, consulting 

naval architecture firm.
Robert Allan Ltd. is currently Canada’s most senior 

naval architectural firm, and with 65 employees is one 
of the largest in the country. The company provides 
ship design and related consulting engineering ser-
vices to an international client base for a wide range 
of commercial and government working vessels. It 
is a recognized world leader in the development of 
high-performance tugboat designs for tanker escort 
and LNG terminal support services. It is also the 
world’s leading designer of major fireboats. Other 
significant project expertise involves the design of 
coastal and river tug-barge towing systems, offshore 
support vessels, crewboats, patrol craft, scientific 
research vessels, icebreakers, ferries and a wide array 
of unique specialized craft.

AmNav currently operates four of the 
Robert Allan-designed, Foss-built Dolphins. 
Photo courtesy of Robert Allan Ltd.
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The business was founded in Vancouver 
by Robert Allan, a university-trained 
naval architect who had immigrated 
to Canada from Scotland in 1919 to 
take a position at Wallace Shipyards 
in North Vancouver. In his tenure there 

Hecate Crown. The firm is also gen-
erally credited with the development 
of the self-loading/self-dumping log 
barges, and the majority of these were 
designed in this period.

In 1973, Robert G. (Rob) Allan, 
the third generation, 
joined his father in 
the firm, at a time 
when the focus of 
design activities had 
largely shifted from 
the West Coast to 
the Arctic, although 
there was still plenty 
of activity in the lo-
cal tug and barge and 
fishing industries. 
The major action for 
new vessel designs, 
however, was on the 
Mackenzie River and 
in the newly develop-

ing activities of the Beaufort Sea. 
Robert Allan Ltd. was 
responsible for the 
development 
of many in-
n o v a t i v e , 
p i o n e e r -
ing designs 
for these re-
gions, includ-
ing the original 
Canmar Suppli-
ers (I-IV), Ikaluk and 

Miscaroo, Beaufort Sea Explorer, and 
the Northern Transportation Co. Ltd. 
(NTCL) mainline river tugs Henry 
Christoffersen, Matt Berry, et al. The 
company also branched out of North 
America, setting up a joint venture 
operation in Singapore to take advan-
tage of the far more active shipbuilding 
market in that part of the world. The 
company was successful in obtaining a 
number of crewboat, patrol boat, ferry 
and supply vessel design contracts 
throughout South-East Asia, a process 
that in fact set the stage for much larger 
developments in later years.

R.F. “Bob” Allan died rather pre-
maturely in 1982, and Rob Allan was 
left to take over the business, with 
support from a strong and capable staff. 
The company struggled, as did many, 
through the slow 
years of 

This rendering 
of a dolphin-class 

hull shows the unique 
hull form and attention to 

detail that makes these boats unique. 
Artwork courtesy of Robert Allan Ltd.
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Congratulations to Congratulations to 
Robert Allan Ltd.Robert Allan Ltd. onon your your 

80th Anniversar80th Anniversary!y!

Email: info@islandtug.com Website: www.islandtug.com
55 Rogers Street, Vancouver BC V6A 3X8
Tel: 604.873.4312 • Fax: 604.873.4318

Three generations of naval architects include, from left to right, 
company founder, Robert Allan, his son, Robert F. (Bob) Allan 
who joined the company in 1945, and Robert G. (Rob) Allan, 
who joined the firm in 1973. Photo courtesy of Robert Allan Ltd.

he was credited with the design of the  
SS Princess Louise, the first BC coastal 
steamship built outside of Scotland. 
In 1930 he set out as an independent 
consultant, and produced many endur-
ing designs of the period, including 
the still notable motor yachts Meander 
(1936) and Fifer (1939). In 1945, he 
was joined by his son, Robert F. (Bob) 
Allan in the business, operating out of 
the basement of the family home in 
South Vancouver.

The duo was responsible for many 
designs for coastal fishing vessels, 
ferries and workboats throughout the 
1940’s and 1950’s, and emerged as a 
major design force in the late 50’s and 
early 60’s, when the coastal towing 
industry went through a major trans-
formation, building many new steel 
tugs to replace aging wooden vessels, 
and using barges for the transportation 
of logs, pulp and paper, chemicals, 
construction materials as the BC Coast 
went through a period of almost un-
precedented growth.

The business was incorporated as 
Robert Allan Ltd. in 1962 as the grow-
ing business had expanded beyond the 
capacity of the home basement and 
moved into its first formal offices at 
Granville and 72nd Avenue.

The business grew throughout the 
1960’s, with Robert Allan Ltd. design-
ing many of the mainline tugs and 
barges that still work the BC Coast. 
Notable vessels of the period include the 
(originally named) tugs Haida Brave, 
Harold A. Jones, Jose Narvaez, and 
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the mid-80s, but also took the oppor-
tunity to venture into the emerging 
technologies of computer-aided design 
and drafting processes. Those early 
experiments gave Robert Allan Ltd. a 
head-start over many of its competi-
tors in this field. New design projects 
continued to come its way, with many 
major commissions for the Govern-
ment of Canada, various Provincial 
governments, and many of its long-
time historical Clients, including the 
notable C.H. Cates and Sons, operating, 
at the time, all the ship-handling tugs 
in Vancouver Harbor.

Cates embarked in the late 60’s on 
a program to replace their aging small 
wooden tugs with a new generation of 
steel, diesel-powered tugs, and they 
turned to Robert Allan Ltd. to help 
them with that development. The ideas 
and concepts of Terry Waghorn, then 
president of Cates, were discussed and 
developed with Bob Allan, and then 
later with Rob Allan, as the company 
eventually moved into the emerging 
technology of Z-drive tugs.

The unique, compact tugs developed 
here attracted international attention, 
and ultimately gave Robert Allan Ltd. a 
springboard into the worldwide market 
for new tugs.

In the early 90’s the tug market glob-
ally was poised for a major rebuilding, 
and the designs developed by Robert 
Allan Ltd. struck a chord with tug own-
ers everywhere. The company expanded 
rapidly to keep pace with the demand 
for an ever-expanding portfolio of high-
performance tug designs. This growth 
also coincided with the emergence of 
escort towing technology, and Robert 
Allan Ltd. committed considerable 
of its own resources to the testing of 
new ideas to improve the capability 
and safety of tugs dedicated to tanker 
escort work.

Today Robert Allan Ltd. is a world 
leader in tug design of all sizes, with 
the output of this office accounting for 
an estimated 25- to 30-percent of the 
world’s new tugs in the past decade. 
Significant projects in this genre include 
the creation of a fleet of seven major 
escort/terminal RAstar class tugs for 
Svitzer at Milford Haven, UK, five 
unique Voith-propelled escort tugs for 
Ostensjo Rederi AS of Norway for Oil 
terminals in the Norway and the UK, a 
fleet of twenty 25-meter and 30-meter 

continued on page 31
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Always Safe. Always Ready.

Foss
Pacifi c Maritime Magazine
“Robert Allan” Ad

We proudly salute Robert Allan Ltd, 
designers of the world-renowned

Dolphin class ASD tugs, 
for 80 years of excellence.

Happy 
Birthday.

Company founder 
Robert Allan  
designed the motor 
yacht Fifer in 1939. 
Photo courtesy of 
Robert Allan Ltd.
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A TOGNUM GROUP BRAND

MTU and its 
distributors wish 
to congratulate 
Robert Allan Ltd. 
on their 80th 
anniversary.
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DESIGNED BY RAL
PROPELLED BY US

SCHOTTEL, Inc. 
190 James Drive East, Suite 100 
St. Rose LA. 70087 - USA
nmoerkeseth@schottel.com 
www.schottel.com

Our range of products for the tug and 
salvage world:
n Azimuthing thrusters
n Controllable-pitch propeller systems
n Transverse thrusters
n Tailor-made steering and control systems
n Worldwide sales and service network
In a partnership of equals with all parties
involved, we are prepared to play a decisive
role in the implementation of powerful and
eco-friendly tug concepts.

YOUR PROPULSION EXPERTS

Congratulations to Robert Allan Ltd.

RAstar 3800: 100 T BP TERMINAL/ESCORT TUG 2 x SRP 3030 CP (2970 kW each)

PacificMaritime_RobAllanLtd_178x124_1110:PacificMaritime_178x124_0210  22.11.10  11:50  Seite 1

fuel station
In December 2009, the Chevron Legacy, a 
new and now the only marine fuel station 
for vancouver Harbour, was completed by 
the builders, Alaska Ship & Drydock, Inc. of 
Ketchikan, Alaska. The station was then towed 
to vancouver and was installed and made 
operational in late January 2010, in time for 
the 2010 Winter Olympics.
This station replaced the venerable Chevron 
barge S.O.B.C. No. 5 that has been moored 
in Coal Harbour since it was built in 1959. 
Both the original fuel barge and the modern 
replacement were designed by Robert Allan 
Ltd., Naval Architects of vancouver, B.C. The 
project leaders at Robert Allan Ltd. for this 
vessel were Bart Stockdill, P. Eng., Project 
Manager, and Allan Turner, P. Eng., Project 
Engineer.
The Chevron Legacy has many unique features 
reflecting its critical role serving the marine 
community of the lower BC coast. The most 
critical feature is the fact that this is now a 
complete double-hulled structure to mitigate 
any risk of oil pollution from inadvertent hull 
damage. In addition, the decks are designed 

to capture rainwater and any oil contamina-
tion for onboard processing and then disposal 
ashore. Rainwater landing on the roof is 
directed overboard through large diameter 
scuppers without landing on the decks.
Overall dimensions of the Chevron Legacy are 
35.40 meters long x 18.00 meters wide by 
4.50 meters depth. The operating draft will 
vary according to load, between 1.5 meters 
and 3.5 meters. A lower level float for servic-

ing small craft is connected to the west end of 
the station.
The layout of the barge features a modern 
sales office and store with comfortable crew 
lounge and rest area at one end, connected 
by a covered bridgeway to the bulk stores and 
service area at the other end. Below decks all 
tanks and pumps are readily accessible for 
service and maintenance via a central pipe 
corridor.  
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Grant Brandlmayr - 
Manager, Naval Architecture
Derek Noon - 
Manager, Marine Engineering
Jim Hyslop - 
Manager, Project Development 
James McCarthy - 
Senior Naval Architect
Xuhui (Bill) Hu - 
Senior Naval Architect

Todd Barber - 
Naval Architect
Darren Hass - 
Naval Architect/Engineer

With the energy and commitment 
of this capable team, supported by a 
talented staff of another 55 persons, 
the future of Robert Allan Ltd seems 
well secured for many more years of 
successful, diverse and innovative  
ship designs.  
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RAmparts class ASD tugs for SMIT-
Rebras in Brazil, the development of 
the award-winning Z-Tech concept for 
the Port of Singapore, and many others. 

The company has also emerged in 
the last decade as a world leader in 
major fireboat projects, with recent 
major commissions for Los Angeles, 
Portland (Maine), Philadelphia, Balti-
more, Hong Kong, Shenzhen (China), 
Kuwait, Chicago, and a pair of major 
fireboats for the Fire Department of 
New York. 

In the midst of this activity, Rob 
Allan recognized that if the legacy of 
this family firm was to continue for 

at least another generation, then the 
contributions of the many extremely 
capable Engineers and Naval Architects 
on staff had to be acknowledged in a 
new ownership strategy. Throughout 
2008 a plan emerged to sell the shares 
in the private company to a group of 
senior employees, and that plan was 
fully implemented in 2008. While Rob 
Allan remains active in the company, 
assuming the role of Executive Chair-
man of the Board, his ultimate “exit 
strategy” involves the gradual turning 
over of administrative and manage-
ment duties to the new team. The new 
company owners are today in charge 
of all operations, under the direction 
of Ken Harford, President, with the 
support of:

Mike Fitzpatrick - 
Vice President, Projects
Dr. Oscar Lisagor - 
Vice President, Naval Architecture
Brig Henry - 
Vice President, Business  
Administration 

Make a  ConneCtion

Innovative flexible couplings 
for marine applications.

Catalog downloads at www.centa.info

email inquiries to info@centacorp.com

2570 Beverly Dr. #128, aurora, IL 60502  t 630.236.3500

CentAFLeX
Series RS and RV

CentALinK
Carbon Fiber Driveshafts

CentAX-SeC
Series G, L, N/NL, and TT

Power Transmission

Leading by Innovation

• USA based production
• Over 20 unique designs
• Over 16 million sold
• Torsional Vibration experts
• Carbon Fiber Driveshaft Leaders
Trust CeNTa – The Global Innovator 
Since 1970

Best Wishes to Robert Allan Ltd. for 80 Years of innovation

continued from page 28

The AmNav Revolution was the fourth 
dolphin-class boat built at the Foss Ship-
yard in Rainier Oregon. Photo courtesy of 
Robert Allan Ltd.
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“Up Time……..……Its that Simple”

J o n R i e  I n t e r T e c h  L L C
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J o n R i e
Marine Deck Equipment

Congratulations 
Robert Allan Ltd.

navy tugs
In late December 2009, the YT 802 valiant, first of the new series of 
z-Tech 4500 Class tugs for the United States Navy Pilots operating 
in Puget Sound in Washington State was handed over to her eager 
Owners, and after a shakedown period and crew training was placed 
into active service in early February 2010.
This series of new tugs are being built in Tacoma, Washington by J. M. 
Martinac Shipbuilding Ltd., who are a sub-contractor to Pacific Tugboat 
Services of Long Beach, California, the prime contractor for the delivery 
of the vessels to the Navy. The design was developed by Robert Allan 
Ltd. of vancouver, Canada, and was adapted to the Navy Pilots’ needs 
based on the now widely accepted z-Tech 6000 hull form originally 
developed by the Designers for the Port of Singapore.

The US Navy tugs will be based in Bremerton and Bangor, Washington, 
and will perform ship-handling duties for the full range of US Navy sur-
face warships and submarines. For this the tugs are equipped with an 
extensive array of underwater fendering, as well as the typical resilient 
style fenders for handling surface ships.
The propulsion machinery comprises a pair of CAT 3512C, main engines, 
each rated 1,350 kW (1,810 bhp) at 1,600 rpm, each driving a Schottel 
Model SRP 1012 steering/propulsion z-Drive units, with 2,100 mm 
diameter fixed pitch propellers. This combination delivered in excess of 
the predicted performance, providing 42 metric tons (92,500 lbs) Bollard 
Pull ahead, 45 metric tons (99,205 lbs.) astern, and a free-running speed 
of 12.4 knots on trials.
A pair of R.A. MITCHELL CO. diesel gensets with a John Deere 
6068SFM75 prime mover, each rated 130 kW at 1,800 rpm delivers 
electrical power on the tugs.
Deck machinery fitted includes a ship-handling hawser winch forward; 
JonRie Series 210 Assist winch, fitted with 180 meters 600 ft. of 175 
mm line. This winch has a brake capacity of 136 metric tons (300,000 
lbs), and a line pull/speed rating of 9 tons (20,000 lbs) at 53 m/min  
(175 FPM).
The fendering is all rated “non-marking” for dealing with the grey hulls 
of warships, and was supplied by Shibata through Schuyler Fenders. The 
tugs are configured as “day-boats” but also provide accommodation for 
a crew of up to six (6) persons. One of the unique features of the layout 
is the complete separation of the accommodation deckhouse from the 
machinery casing, a configuration designed to both provide a reason-
ably dry access to the accommodation spaces in the notoriously damp 
north-west climate, as well as to provide a significant degree of noise 
attenuation in the crew spaces.  

Bratt 
The Bratt is an ultra-compact 450 hp z-drive tugboat built in alumi-
num. She is equipped with a fully operational ship-handling winch, 
and all the necessary fea-
tures of a fully functional 
harbor tug, simply scaled 
down to 28 feet. In addi-
tion to operating as a line-
handling and/or yarding tug 
she provides an excellent 
training platform for tug 
operators interested in 
learning the skills necessary 
to handle a z-drive tug. 
The vessel was conceived 
by Ron Burchett and Rob 
Allan, designed by Robert 
Allan Ltd., and built by 
Adrenalin Marine Inc. The 
main machinery includes 
Cummins Main Engines,  
zF Gears, Centa shafting, Olympic z-Drives with PMC Controls, fend-
ers by Schuyler, and a Braden Hawser Winch. The electrical system 
is centered on the latest Corvus Lithium-Ion batteries to power the 
electrical equipment on board including the Techsol Alarm, Monitoring 
and Control system.   
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Phone: 519-825-4691  Fax: 519-825-7572
www.hikemetal.com

Ship Building, Tugs, Ferries, Patrol Boats, 
Fire Boats, Fishing Vessels, Hovercraft, 

Repairs and Fabrications

Congratulations Robert Allan Ltd.
On 80 Years of Innovation

   
   

in Partnership & Innovation with Robert Allan Ltd.

www.seaspan.com

new York fireboats 
In late April 2010, the first ranger 
4200 Class fireboat three forty-three 
completed trials and was delivered to its 
proud Owners, the Fire Department of 
New York (FDNY) for the voyage home 
to New York City. The three forty-three 
is named in honor of the firefighters of 
New York City who lost their lives in the 
September 11, 2001 attacks on the World 
Trade Center, and all the name boards on 

the ship are cut from steel salvaged from 
those buildings. 
The Three Forty-Three is the first of two 
(2) new fireboats to this design to be built 
at Eastern Shipbuilding Inc. of Panama 
City, Florida, with the second vessel due 
for completion in the summer of 2010. 
These fireboats were designed by Robert 
Allan Ltd. of vancouver, B.C., under the 
direction of Ken Harford, P. Eng. as the 
Principal-in-Charge, and Derek Noon, 
Project Manager. The scope of work 
awarded to Robert Allan Ltd. as the 
result of an international design com-
petition included complete engineering 
and design of the new boats from initial 
concept through detailed engineering 
design and included a comprehensive 
value engineering process. The company’s 
scope also included the support of FDNY 
through every stage of major compo-
nent procurement and the shipbuilding 
contract award. Robert Allan Ltd.’s expe-
rienced shipyard supervisory staff, led 
by Jody Bjerkeset, P.E., has also acted in 
the capacity of Owner’s Representatives 
onsite in the shipyard throughout the 
entire construction process. 
These major new fast response fireboats 
are designed to specifically address the 
fire-fighting and rescue needs of the 
greater New York harbor, including the 
New Jersey shore. This includes the capa-
bility within the vessel to respond to any 
CBRN (Chemical, Biological, Radiological, 
and Nuclear) incident.  
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robert allan ltd. 
in the us Pacific 
northwest
By Robert G. Allan P. Eng, FRINA, FSNAME
Executive Chairman, Robert Allan Ltd.

Portland, Oregon’s Diversified Marine built the RAmparts 2500 class ASD tugs 
Tim Quigg, for Harley Marine Services, and later the John Quigg for the same 
owner. Photo by Kurt Redd, courtesy of Diversified Marine.

robert Allan Ltd. has a long his-
tory of association with maritime 
companies in the US Pacific 

Northwest (PNW), dating back to at 
least the early 1960’s. One of our earliest 
Clients south of the border was Berg 
Boats, for whom a number of 58-foot, 
steel-hulled, Alaska limit seiners were 
designed. The majority of our work 
however has been for coastal towing 
companies in the PNW, and latterly 
several projects directly for shipyards 
in the area. The following highlights 
some of these projects.

Early work for PNW towing com-
panies included the twin-screw tugs 
Anne Carlander and Edith Lovejoy 
for Puget Sound Freight Lines in 1970. 
One of these tugs was recently acquired 
by a Canadian company and re-flagged 
into Canada.

Several small yarding tugs were 
designed for Dunlop Towing in 1969 
and 1970. In addition, as the original 
licensed designer for Kort Nozzles in 
North America, Robert Allan Ltd. de-
signed several nozzle installations for 
US tugs in the 1960’s and early 1970’s.

It is in the field of ship-assist tugs, 
however, that real inroads were made 
into the US market. Following on the 
success of the first Z-drive tugs de-

Congratulations to Robert Allan Ltd.
On 80 Years of Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering

Expert Boat Builders
Steel & Aluminum Construction

www.nicholsboats.com - sales@whidbey.com
360-331-5500 Ext. 311

CoNGratuLatIoNs 
robert allan Ltd. on 80 Years.

We’ve had you covered  
for the last 27!
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signed for Vancouver, BC-based C.H. 
Cates and Sons, in the late 1970’s, 
these designs attracted the interest of 
many US clients. Contracts followed 
for the Eleu for Hawaiian Tug & Barge 
(HTB), built by J.M. Martinac, and the 
Vancouver (by the same builder) for 
Shaver Transportation. Later versions 
of similar designs followed with Mamo 
built by Halter Marine for HTB, and 
the Wynema Spirit built by Diversified 
Marine Industries (DMI) of Portland 
for Brusco Tug & Barge for service in 
Port Hueneme.

The shipbuilding hiatus of the 1980’s 
and early 1990’s that followed came to 
an end with the construction of a series 
of tugs up and down the US Pacific coast, 
including many from our office. This 
started with the RAmparts 2500 class 
ASD tugs Tim Quigg, built by DMI 
for Harley Marine Services, and later 
the John Quigg for the same owner, 
based on a very successful design for a 
US east coast owner, Wilmington Tug.

In 2003, Foss Maritime commis-
sioned Robert Allan Ltd. to design the 
new Dolphin class tugs for construc-
tion at their own Rainier shipyard. We 
produced the design and complete 
production working drawings for these 
vessels, of which now 10 tugs have 
been built, including the world’s first 
hybrid tug Carolyn Dorothy.

The burgeoning LNG industry has 
created a high demand in the last few 
years for new, high-performance tugs, 
and at least one PNW shipyard capital-
ized on that mini-boom. J.M. Martinac 
received a contract from Boston Tow-
ing in 2009 to construct the 4000 kW 
RAmparts 3000 class tug BT Justice, 
as a backup to its bigger sister, a RAstar 
3900 Class tug, Independence built at 
Derecktor Shipyard, in Connecticut, for 
an offshore LNG terminal near Boston.

Other tugs for the LNG industry 
were being built at the time, includ-
ing two powerful ASD escort tugs for 
Signet Maritime of Texas, which were 
also built by J.M. Martinac Ltd., and 
shortly after delivery were transferred 
to Foss as the Pacific Star and America.

The success of this new AZ 30-80 
class design led to an export order for 
Martinac to our long time local Client, 
Seaspan International Ltd., of Vancou-
ver, with the Seaspan Resolution.

While all this activity was taking 
place on the West Coast, we were also 
very busy with clients on the US East 
and Gulf Coasts. G&H Towing, of 
Galveston, have, to date, built a series of 

seven of our unique Z-Tech 7500 class 
tugs to provide significantly enhanced 
ship-handling and escort capability in 
the ports of Galveston and Houston, and 
a new series of slightly smaller Z-Tech 
tugs is currently planned.

The unique features of the Z-Tech 
design also attracted the attention of the 
US Navy marine pilots in Washington 
State, and after a rather oblique procure-
ment process a contract was placed, 
again with J.M. Martinac for a series of 
four Z-Tech 4500 class tugs, specially 
equipped for submarine handling in 
Bangor Washington, and other Navy 
ports in the area.

While our work for US clients in 
the PNW has been dominated by the 
tug market, we have also enjoyed some 
other interesting projects. In the 1970’s 
we designed a series of distinctive fi-
berglass Alaska beach seiners for Beck 
Boats, but among the most challenging 
and unique of any projects was the Los 
Angeles Fireboat Warner L. Lawrence 

built by Nichols Brothers in 2003. Our 
success with this high-profile Voith-
propelled fireboat was a springboard 
for a string of other successes in this 
highly customized field of ship design, 
with other fireboats to follow for the 
cities of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 
Baltimore, Maryland, Portland, Maine, 
Massport (Boston, Massachusetts) and 
Chicago, Illinois (the latter two are both 
currently under construction). Finally, of 
course, Eastern Shipbuilding in Florida 
have just delivered the last of two very 
high performance fireboats for New 
York City, the Three Forty-Three and 
Firefighter Two…the largest and most 
powerful fireboats in North America 
and among the most powerful of any 
dedicated fireboats in the world.

Robert Allan Ltd. is very proud of our 
design track record in the US, and we 
greatly appreciate the friends we have 
made in the ship design, shipbuilding 
and vessel operations industry in the 
magnificent Pacific Northwest!  

Ph 800-637-3430 / Fax 206-623-9839
info@markeymachinery.com
www.markeymachinery.com

Markey Machinery
7266 8th Avenue South

Seattle, WA 98108 USA

Congratulations...

Robert Allan Ltd.

On 80 Years of Service!

TM

Congratulations  
Robert Allan Ltd. on  
80 Years of Innovation
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Nov 23rd, 2010

The four vessels illustrated represents a few of the many ‘milestone’ vessels designed by Robert Allan Ltd. over the past 80 years.

Meander, designed by Robert Allan in 
1936, was a key vessel helping him on to 
a stable business foundation after the 
very lean years of the great depression.

Haida Brave, designed by Robert F. 
Allan for Kingcome Navigation, in 
1964. It was the key element in one of 
the world's first ocean-going 
tug/barge systems, operating for many 
years between BC and California with 
three newsprint barges.

Three Forty Three is one of two major 
fireboats delivered to the Fire 
Department of New York in 2010, and 
among the most capable of its type in 
the world.

Ajax was designed in 1997 for Østensjø 
Rederi AS of Norway. This powerful VSP 
escort tug incorporated many unique 
design features consolidating Robert 
Allan Ltd. as a leader in this field.

Ajax


